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CHAPTER I 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE GOOCH BEHAR STATE PRIOR TO THE ACCESSION 

OF MAHARAJA RAJ RAJENDRANARAYAN (1911 A.D.) 

The origin of the Kingdom of Kamala-Koch can be traced since the days ofVisvasimha, the founder of the 

dynasty during the early part of the sixteen century A. D. This kingdom survived as an independent State ti111772, but 

it went through certain stages of socio-political development viz. 'from clan village to chiefdom' and 'from chiefdom to 

kingdom'.' However, the Kingdom of Kamala-Koch Bihar became a native, tributary State under the British in 1773 

A.D. in accordance with the provisions of Anglo- Koch treaty. Thereafter, Coach Behar was not reduced into a Zamjndary 

of Bengal but retained its status of a native state tiii1949A.D. when it was integrated with the Indian Dominion. It has 

been rightly said that "excepting some of the more important states in Rajputana, there are few states in India which 

can boast of a more remote antiquity than that of Coach Behar" 2 

Although the territory of the Kamala-Koch Bihar originally formed part of the ancient kingdom of Kamarupa,' 

its early history is shrouded in obscurity. The territory of ancient Assam was known as Pragjyotisha in Mahabharata 

and Kamarupa in the Puranas and the Tantras. Most of the authorities suggest that the Karatoya is the western 

boundary of Kamarupa.'The river Karatoya unified in its beds 'the streams which now go to form the Tista, the Kosi 

and Mahanadi.5 Hiuen Tsung (7~ century A.D.) in his account mentioned that he arrived in Kamarupa going east from 

Pundravardhana (now in Bogura district of Bangladesh) after crossing the river Karatoya (Ka-lo-tu).' TheYQgi!J.i Tantra, 

a later work, tells us that the territory of ancient Kamarupa was bounded on the north by the mountain of Kanjagiri, on 

the east by the stream Dikshu, on the westby the Karatoya river, and on the south by the confluence of the Brahmaputra 

and Laksha river.7 The area included among others the Brahmaputra Valley, Bhutan, Rang pur, Gooch Behar, north

east of Mymensing and possibly, Garo Hills.' The Yogini Tantra mentiones that ancient Kamarupa was divided into 

four piths or portion, viz., Kamapith (extending from Karatoya to the Sankosh), Ratnapith, Subarnapith and Soumarapith' 

The territory of present Coach Behar formed the part of Kamapith and bordered on Ratnapith .. 10 Some scholars opine 

that 'from the point of view of geography and culture the territory of Gooch-Behar better known as Kamta-Cooch 

Behar continued to remain a part of the greater Kamarupa'. 11 

The earliest recorded kings of Kamrupa belonged to Danava and Asura dynasties." The appellations Danava 

and Asura suggest that they were non-Aryans. 13 Later on we find that the Varman line of kings ruled Kamarupa. 

Bhaskarvarman was the greatest monarch of this line and made alliance with Harshavardhan ofThaneswar." He was 

present at the disputation of Kanauj, and attended the sixth ' Field of happiness' at Prayaga. He professed the Hindu 

religion and during his reign the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang visited Kamarupa in 639 A. D.15 The territory of Kamarupa 
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under the rule of Bhaskarvarman was about 166 miles in circuit (1 0,000 II ) It must have included the whole valley of 

the Brahmaputra river, or modern Assam together wtth Cooch Behar and Bhutan The capttal was at Kamatapura 16 

With the death of Bhaskaravarman , the rule of Varman ltne came to an end and its place was taken by a new line of 

kings headed by Salastambha Salastambha was described as a great chief of the Mlechchhas "The copper plate 

inscriptions of Ratan Pala furnish the only clue as to the period when the kings of this family ruled. It ts said that they 

ruled between C.664 A. D. and 1000 A. D. and twenty kings intervened between Salastambha and Brahma Pal a 17 

Brahma Pala was the first king of the next Pala line in Kamarupa and only called Mahara1adhiraja. He was succeeded 

by his son Ratna Pala and two copper plates throw light on the reign of the latter. Ratna Pala was a strong and war

like ruler and described as "the mighty crusher of the enemies" in the land grant of his grand son lndra Pala. 18 His 

capital was built on the bank of the Brahmaputra river. He was followed in succession by Purandar Pal, "lndra Pala , 

Gopala, Harsha Pala and Dharma Pala."19 

With the fall of the Pala line of Kings towards the middle of the twelfth century A.D . the kingdom of Kamarupa 

disintegrated. 20 According to the official genealogy of the Pal a rulers of Kamarupa, Dharamapala was the last king 2 1 

who had left us three copper plates grants. Dharmpala pushed the boundary of his kingdom to the west of Karatoya 

and shifted his capital from Pragjyotishpura to Kamrupanagara towards the end of his reign. The Pushpabhadra 

Copper plate of Dharmapala mentions Kamarupanagara as the seat of the King.22 Kamarupanagara has been differ

ently located by different scholars. While K.L. Baruah and Gait locate tt tn north Gauhati, others hold the different 

opinion that 1! was most probably the same as Kamta or Kamatapura, whose ruins lie in the present dtstrict of Cooch 

Bihar at Gosanimari. 23 K. L. Baruah however argues that " it is extremely probable that north Gauhati continued to be 

the capital from the time of Dharma Pala till about 1260 A.D. when the seat of Government was transferred to 

Kamatapura."24 

After the death of the last Pal a king the eastern part of Kamarupa witnessed the emergency of a number of 

independent principalities of the feudatory rulers and Mongoloid chiefs. The western part of Kamarupa, later known as 

Kamata extendtng as far as the river Karatoya in the west, is said to have been ru led by a powerful ruler 25 at about the 

middle of the Thirteenth century A.D., after which the Bhuyans gradually rose to power.26'~ .6.J.!o.!oli ' 27 and·~ 

Charitas' 28 mention one Durlabhanarayana (c. 1330-1350 A. D) who ascended the throne of Kamala and came into 

clash w1th Dharmanarayana, a k1ng ruling over a region bordering the nver Mahanada in North West Bengal 29 At last 

a peace treaty was concluded accordtng to wh1ch the Kamata k1ngdom was d1v1ded between them- Durlabhanarayana 

taking the northern and eastern port1on along with Kamatapura and Dharmanarayana retaining the terntones 30 to the 

south mclud1ng Rang pur and Mymens1ng It appears that after the d1vis1on of the kingdom Durlabhanarayan became 

the Kamateswara and Dharmanarayan styled himself as 'Gaudeswara' ,31 probably due to his occupation of certa in 

portion of Guada 32 But Durlabhanarayan was the only k1ng of Kamata who was acknowledged as the sovere1gn ruler 
t ti~~ . ,,1 
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of all Bhuyans of the eastern part of the kingdom. He drove the mountain tribes of Bhutan away from his kingdom,who 

made several raids in the north-eastern part of the kingdom. " 

Durlabhanarayana was succeeded by his son lndranarayana in 1350 A.D."' R.D. Banerjee" and 

S. N.Bhattacharya36contended on the basis of a silver coin 37 bearing the name of Sikandar Shah, the Bengal Sultan, 

dated 1759 A. H. (A. D. 1357 -58) minted at ' Chawalistan' alias Kamru that he attacked in 1357 A. D. As regards the 

successor of lndranarayana, we are in darkness." 

The history of Kamata, after the middle of the fourteenth century is most uncertain. 39 The part of Kamarupa 

west of the Brahmaputra probably ramained in a state of anarchy for some time and was overrun by several tribes of 

Koch, Mech, Garo, Kachari and Bhote. The period of disturbance and disintegration was most favourable for the rise 

of upstarts. '" 

In the first half of the fifteenth century A.D." the Khen Kings came to power in Kamala and we are in 

possession of a connected history of these kings'' Kamruper Burunji states that after the line of Arimatta there 

emerged a new dynasty consisting of three kings, Niladhvaja, Chakradhvaja and Nilamvara who ruled over the tract 

extending from Singimari up to the bank of the Brahmaputra with their capital at Kamatapura 43 .As to the race of the 

Khens, it is possible that they were branch of the Indo-Mongoloids." During this period the kingdom of Kamarupa upto 

Karatoya seems still to have formed a single kingdom but the name had been changed from Kamarupa to Kamata.45 

Niladhvaja (c.1440-60A.D.), the founder of the Khen dynasty and of the Kamala kingdom, was a person of 

humble birth. Having acquired power he proclaimed himself king of Kamarupa. 46 He on ascending the throne brought 

many Brahmanas from Mithila and did much to re-establish the worship of the Vedic gods. He belonged to the Khen 

tribe and was raised to the dignity of pure Hindus for this meritorious act." He built his capital at Kamatapura on the 

west bank of the river Dharla, about 14 miles south-west of modern Gooch Bihar, surrounded it on three sides with a 

gigantic rampart with an inner and an outer ditch, while the Dharla protected the east .48 According to Gait, Niladhvaja 

did not exercise control over more than a very small part of the old kingdom of Kamarupa. Buchanan Hamilton who 

visited the ruins of Kamatapur, estimated its circumference at nineteen miles, 49 The palace, as in the case of 

Burmese and Chinese towns, stood in the centre. 50 In 1908 Claude Campbell mentions that "the remains of the city 

are visited and admired even now"" The general titles of honour of this line of kings was 'Kantesvara' or 'Kamatesvara', 

the lord of Kamata. 

Niladhvaja was succeeded by his son Chakradhvaja who ascended the throne of Kamala in c.1460 A.D. A 

remarkable event during his reign was the attack of the Bengal Sultan Ruknuddin Barbak Shah 52 of Kamala. But the 

Sultan did not achieve any tangible gain in the campaign against the ruler of Kamata. 53 The reign of Chakradvaja is 
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also said to have been associated with the discovery and establishment of the shrine of Gosani or Kameswari, the 

presiding deity of the dynasty. 54 The temple of Gosanimari or Kameswari is situated within Kamatapura, the capital of 

Kamala. 

Chakradhvaja was succeeded by his son Nilamvara in circa 1480 A.D. who attained great power and 

extended his rule, eastwards to the Baranadi and westwards as far as Karatoya. He also included within his dominion 

the north eastern part of the tract which had formerly belonged to the Muslim ruler of Guada55 The dominion of 

Nilamvara is said to have included the greater part of Goal para and Kamarupa, the whole of Rangpur and Cooch Bihar 

and portions of Jalpaiguri and Dinajpur. 56 

During the reign of Nilamvara, the Kamala kingdom was invaded by a large army under Alauddin Hussain 

Shah (1493-1519), the Sultan of Gauda. The Sultan captured Kamatapur and its date is generally assigned to the 

year 1498A.D57 1t appears that after sacking Kamatapur, he reduced the kingdom as far east as the Baranadi and left 

his son Daniel at Hajo as governor of the conquered territory with the object to follow conquest further to the east or 

Assam . He celebrated his success by the erection of a Madrasah at Maida, the inscription of which bears a date 

corresponding to A.D. 1501-15025 ' In addition, he issued coins in which he assumed the title as the conqueror of 

Kamala, Kamru, Jajnagar and Orissa. 59 Hence the defeat of last Khen king by Hussain Shah is a historic fact. 

But the rule of the Muslim was short-lived. The war with the Ahoms led to the destruction of the Moham

medan army.'0 This encouraged the local Bhujyans to make a united attack on Daniel's garrison as a result of which 

Daniel and his men were killed. The Muslim government introduced in Kamala was thus overthrown'' There arose a 

number of petty principalities under local chiefs, commonly known as Baro Bhuiyans who gradually asserted their 

independence." 

· The state of anarchy in the Kamala kingdom following the overthrow of the Mohammedan rule could not 

continue for a long time. Ultimately a leader appeared and raised his head above all the other petty chiefs and 

gradually subjected all. This was Bishu, the son of Hariya Mandai, who subsequently became king and assumed the 

name Bisva Simha.63Bisva Simha was the founder of the Kamala-Koch kingdom which had played an important role 

in the north-eastern politics of the sixteenth century." 

Bisva Simha's father belonged to the Mech tribe while his mother to the Koch tribe. Hence both were non

Aryan and No-Hinduised.65 The story of divine origin ascribed by the Brahmanas to the founder ofthe Koch dynasty 

evinces a fictitious connection of the Koches with some mythological figures while they were Hinduised. Such a 

device, however, gave them an opportunity of their superiority and helped them to have allegiance from subject 

population.66 
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Bisva Simha's father Hariya Mandai, a resident of Chikangram, a village in the Kuntaghat parganas of the 

Goalpara district, was recognised head of twelve's leading families of Meches (or Koches) living in that region.•' With 

the election of Haria Mech as the 'Chief' (Mandai), the tribal villages of Chikna Hill located in Lower Assam were 

transformed into a chiefdom. This chiefdom, a small tract bounded by the Manas river in the east and Sankosh river 

in the west and from Dhabalgiri in the north to the Brahmaputra in the south, became an autonomous entity under the 

leadership of Haria Mandai. He succeeded in bringing the Koches and Meches in a common platform and transform

ing them as a resistant and aggressive force, which could be developed as a state under his son Bisva Simha .• ,. 

With this hereditary background Bisva Simha organized under his banner the different tribes of the 

region, launched a career and conquest 68 and extended his rule from the river karatoya in the west and to the Badnadi 

in the east defeating the Bhuiyans one after another.•• He made a treaty with the king of Bhutan and brought southern 

Bhutan under his control.70 He invaded the 8bQm country but ultimately he had to retreat." He is also said to have 

attacked Guada and succeeded in occupying some portions of that country. By means of 'aggressive warfare' Bisva 

Simha transformed the small.chiefdom to a Koch State." 

Bisva Simha transferred his capital from Chikna to Kamatapur and took the title Kamateswara or lord of 

Kamata.73 Some scholars have suggested that Biswa Simha may have struck coins" but others opine that this 

seems very unlikely as none of them have survived.75 For his military and administrative talents, Bisva Simha has 

been compared with his contemporary Babar, the founder of the Mug hal Empire.76 

Naranarayana, the son and successor of Bisva Simha, was the most powerful ruler of the Koch dynasty. 

During his reign Koch kingdom reached its zenith 77 and was comprised of almost the whole Northern Bengal, Bhutan 

and Assam, as well as the modern states of~. Jaintia Manipur and Tipperah and extended upto the coast ofthe 

Bay of Bengal.76 On coins Naranarayana is given the title of' Bhupalasya' or' Master of the world', a very appropriate 

title for coins struck during and after the campaigns of 1562-1563.79Naranarayana appointed his brother Sukladhvaja 

his commander-in-chief who was so skilled and swift in military operations that he was nick named Chilaray or the 

kite king." It appears that the territory under Naranarayana direct administration was much smaller than the one 

noted above (the conquered one)." It is probably due to that fact that Naranarayana allowed the defeated rulers to 

enjoy their autonomy by paying annual tribute." 

It was during the times of Naranarayan that Koches played an important role in the contemporary Indian 

political scene. Naranarayana had friendly relations with the Mughal Emperor Akbar. 63 He himself did not wait upon 

Akbar. It was only his vakil who came. Many rarities of Koch kingdom along with fifty-four noted elephants were 

presented to Akbar. It is believed that the Mug hal- Koch understanding was essentially a defensive one for both the 
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powers. 
84 

Naranarayana was called ' Vikramaditva ' of Kamrupa in recognition of his contribution in the arena of 

culture'' In the year 1581 Naranarayana gave the portion of his empire to the east of the Sankosh to his nephew 

Raghudeva, who agreed to pay tribute. The western portion was retained by Naranarayana and his successors. 86 

After the death of Naranarayana, the Koch kingdom lost its pre-eminence and gradually declined under the 

rule of its successive kings. The internecine struggle within the Koch royal family facilitated the Mug hal intrusion into 

the kingdom, which became a target of intermittent Mughal attacks during the subsequent period." Lakshminarayan, 

the son and successor of Naranarayan, is said to be a weak king" and Raghudeva refused to acknowledged the 

supremacy of Lakshminarayan. Thus the partition of the empire in 1581 gave rise to conflict between eastern and 

western Koch kingdom and war started between Lakshminarayan and Raghudeva. 89 Raghudeva made alliance with 

I sa khan, the Afghan chief of Eastern Bengal. 90 While Lakshminarayan sought the protection by declaring himself a 

vassal of the Mughal Emperor Akbar in the year 1596, he also fostered friendship with Man Singh, the Mughal 

Subadar of Bengal, by giving his sister in marriage to him. " 

On the death of Raghudev, his son and successor Parikshit also followed his father's policy 92 as a result of 

which the conflict between the two rival Koch houses continued un-abated. In order to meet Parikshit's attack, 

Lakshminarayan sought help from Islam Khan, the Mughal Subadar of Benagal and accepted formally the imperial 

vassalage agreeing to pay tribute.93 With the Subada~s military help the Maharaja campaigned against Parikshit and 

defeated him."' However, the new Subadar of Bengal Kashem Khan called Lakshminarayan to Dacca and practically 

made him a captive. 95 During the reign of Emperor Jahangir Kashem Khan was replaced by Ibrahim Khan as Subadar 

of Bengal and Lakshinarayan was set free. 96 But the Maharaja had to stay in Hajo and engage on the Empero~s behalf 

upto 1626A.D.97 The Mughals occupied the western Assam Valley in 1612 upto the Barnadi, or Koch Hajo with the 

help of the Koch anmies. The Koch ruler became a Mughal vassal'' 

In 1657 when the old Mug hal Emperor Shahjahan lay ill, 99 there appeared a sort of anarchy in the Mug hal 

Empire owing to fatricidal war for the throne for more than two years.100 The Koch raja Prannarayan, the grandson of 

Lakshminarayan, seized the opportunity, openly bade defiance to the Mughals, stopped payment of tribute and set 

himself as an independent ruler. 101He even grabbed the greater portion of Kamarupa which belonged to the Mughal 

Empire. He is also said to have attacked Ghoraghat.'0' 

Aurangzeb was seated on the imperial throne after the end of the fatricidal war. 103 Mirjumla who had been 

appointed Subadar of Bengal by Aurangzeb, wanted to make his mark by bringing Coach Behar and entire Assam 

under Mughal rule. 104 Mirjumla, directed by the Emperor, invaded Coach Behar which had repudiated Mughal 

suzerainty( 13th Dec, 1661 A.D).105 Hearing the news of Mirjumla's advent, Prannarayan fled and sought refuge in 
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Bhutan hills. Coach Behar was annexed to the Mug hal Empire without resistance. 106 Coins were struck inAurangzeb's 

name and the name of capital city was changed to Alamgirnagar. 107 Mirjumla, after conquering Coach Behar, settled 

its revenue at 10 lakhs of Narayani rupees.'0' Having left an army under the command of lsfunder Beg, he next 

proceeded to conquer Assam. 1•• 

During Mirjumla's absence, the peasants of Coach Behar rose in revolt in 1662 against the Mug hal revenue 

system introduced by Mirjumla. The reason behind the revolt was the new rules and regulations imposed by the 

Mughal officers for the collection of revenue. 110 The Mughal revenue administration also demanded revenue in cash 

from the paik allotments in lieu of the traditional military service to the state.111 The demand of revenue in cash might 

have antagonised the peasants of Coach Behar against the Mughal rule. Moreover, there was some sort of slackness 

prevailing in the collection of revenue under the weak Koch rule. As a result, the peasants joined hands with the 

dethroned ruler Prannarayan when he came down the plains and with their help the Koch raja succeeded in recovering 

the throne of Coach Behar."' 

Following Mirjumla's death in 1963, Shaista Khan was appointed Subadar(Govemor)of Bengal. Shaista 

Khan modified Mirjumla's forward policy.113When he reached Rajmahal in March1664, the Koch raja Prannarayan 

submitted to him."' He patched up an agreement with the Koch ruler. The raja reaffirmed his submission to the 

Mughal Emperor, and agreed to pay an indemnity of five and half lakhs of rupees.'" The tribute of the Koch raja 

reached the imperial court on the 6th Dec, 1665, and thus Coach Behar became once again a vassal kingdom.'" 

During the reign of the minor Maharaja Mahindranarayan, great grandson of Prannarayan,117 there appeared 

a sort of anarchy in the Koch kingdom due to the ambitions of the sons of Nazir Deo Mahinarayan.118 The young 

Maharaja practically became helpless. Officers of the distant territories of the kingdom assumed independence. The 

Mughals, commanded by lbadat Khan invaded the kingdom from Ghoraghat and the districts one after another fell into 

their hands."' Chhatra Nazir Yajnanarayan opposed the Mughals but in vain. The Mughals occupied the central 

chaklas of Fatepur, Kazirhat and Kakina. The officers in charge ofTepa, Monthona,Jhori and some other parganas 

became traitors and paid tributes to the Mughal Subadar of Bengal,and became Zamindars by obtaining sanads in 

their own names. Panga and Baikunthapur also changed their allegiance to the Muhghals and paid tribute to them.120 

However, the attempt of the Mohammedans to occupy the chaklas of Bod a, Patgram and Purvabhag was not suc

cessful."' It should be mentioned here that with the death of Mahindranarayan the main line of kings had become 

extinct, and the next Maharaja Rupnarayan became the founder of the next line of kings, who were descended from 

the first Nazir Mahinnarayan's family."' 

The Koch kingdom regained its independence during the time of Maharaja Rupnarayan123 After a long and 
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intense struggle with the Mughals centering the chaklas of Bod a, Patgram and Purvabhag, a treaty was concluded 

between the Maharaja and the Mughals in 1711 A.D. By this treaty these chaklas were nominally ceded to the 

Mohammedans. Bu these were taken in ijara (farm) in the name of Nazir Shantanarayan on behalf of the Maharaja as 

it was thought to be derogatory for an independent king to be a vassal of the Mughals. 12' These chaklas are called ' 

Moqlan', for these were in the possession of the Mughals. ' 25 

Henceforth, friendly relations was established between Coach Behar and the Nawab of Bengal. The Koch 

Raja sent an Ukil( ambassador) to the Durbar of Nawab Murshiid Kuli Khan' with Nuzzir and Peish lsYl!h'. Possibly 

Rupnarayan held three chaklas, i.e. Boda , Patgram and Putvabhag as a Zamindar under the Mughals, hence a 

Nuzzir and peshkush were presented to the Nawab. '" Rupnarayan was the last king of the Koch kingdom who held 

sway over western Kamarupa. After his reign the extent of this kingdom was confined practically to the boundaries of 

the modern Coach Behar State. 127 

During the reign of Upendranaraan, the son and sucessor of Rupnarayan, 128 the Mughal Fouzdarof Rangpur 

invaded Coach Behar at the instigation of the Maharaja's adopted son Dinanaraan . A battle was ensued between the 

Mughals and the Maharaja's army, in which the latter was defeated. Coach Behar fell to the Mug hal fouzdar who 

installed Dinarayan in the throne in 1736. '" Upendranarayan went underground and sought the military help of the 

Devraja of Bhutan to regain his kingdom. He succeeded in doing this two years later in 1738, with a combined force 

of Bhutanese and Koch armies by defeating the Mughals130 who fled towards Rang pur. Dinarayan died in exile. The 

Bhutanese assistance in the war with the Mughals strengthened their connection with, and enhanced their influence 

in the Koch kingdom."' 

As has been noticed in the 17th century, the Koch kingdom became weak due to the successive Mug hal 

intrusions. The highest authorities in the kingdom were the king, the Nazjr and the Dewan Dec. The rivalry between the 

Nazir Dec and the Dewan Dec in the 18th century, internal disorder, incapacity and weakness of the ruler to maintain 

his position, all these contributed towards weakening the royal authority and Jet loose the forces of disruption in the 

kingdom."' During this period of turmoil some ambitious personalities wanted to put forward their respective claim as 

the actual ruler of Coach Behar, and with this airn in view they also issued coins in their respective names. Even 

Raikats of Baikunthapur became virtually independent and even tried to capture power in Coach Behar. 133 Owing to the 

weakness of the kingdom, the neighbouring State Bhutan was anxious to establish her supremacy over Coach Behar. 

Bhutan's sustained interest in the affairs of Coach Behar centred on ensuring her hold on the western Duars."' we 

Jearn from Pemberton that there were total eleven Bhutan Duars on the Bengal Frontier. There were struggles between 

Coach Behar and Bhutan"' spreading over about three or four hundred years ago for supremacy in the Q!m[§. "' 
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Territorial expansion convinced the Bhutanese that their hold over the Duars could not be retained without 

extending their political hegemony over Coach Behar. As has been noticed above, the Bhutanese made their political 

influence supreme in Coach Behar from the time of Upendranarayan. 137 A representative of the Dev Raja of Bhutan 

along with an armed contingent resided at the capital of Coach Behar. All important decisions of the kingdom had to 

be taken with the concurrence of the Bhutanese representative.'" Bhutanese interference in the internal matters of 

Coach Behar became a permanent feature.'" 

It is during the reign of the minor Devendranarayan, the son and successor of Upendranarayan that the 

Subadar of Bengal lost their authority and the Diwani of Bengal, Behar and Orissa was conferred on the East India 

Company by Shah Alam, the Mug hal Emperor of Delhi on the 12th August, 1765 A.D. The revenue for the chaklas, 

hitherto paid to the Subadar, was henceforth transferred to the Company. 140 

Devendranarayan was assassinated in 1765 at the instigation of Ramananda Goswami, the royal priest of 

Coach Behar. On hearing this news Dev Raja caused Ramananda Goswami to be seized and dragged him to Punakha, 

the capital of Bhutan, where he was put to death.'" Pensu Toma was appointed as the Bhutanese representative and 

sent to the Coach Behar court with a company of soldiers. He began to interfere unnecessarily in the affairs of the 

kingdom. 142 

Devendranarayan was succeeded by Dhairyendranarayan, a cousin of the deceased king·'" But with the 

support of the Bhutanese, the leading man in the kingdom was the Dewan Deo Ramnarayan. The king and his officers 

gradually became apprehensive of the Dewan Dec's growing power. The animosity between them reached to such a 

point that the Dewan Deo was treacherously murdered by the king in 1769.144 The murder of the Dewan Deo was 

considered an affront to the authority of Bhutan, who by turn seized Dhairyendranarayan and the new Dewan Deo 

under a plot 145 during the annual feast at Chechakhata in 1770 and carried them first to Buxa and then to Punakha 

and kept them in confinement. 146 The Bhutanese raised Dhairyendranarayan's brother Rajendranarayan to the throne, 

during whose reign Pensu Toma became all powerful! in the affairs of Coach Behar, and the Bhutanese rule was 

practically introduced in the kingdom.'" When Rajendranarayan died a premature death in 1772 after a nominal reign 

of two years, The problem of succession became acute. 148· 

The Bhutanese made a fresh attempt to put Bijendranarayan, the son of late Dewan Ramnarayan on the 

throne of Coach Behar. But Nazir Dec Khagendranarayan installed Dharendranarayan, the son of captive king 

Dhairjendrananarayan, in the throne against the wishes of the Bhutanese authorities. 149 Devraja took the matter as a 

serious breach of authority by the Nazir Deo 150 and as an immediate measure sent a strong contingent of Bhutanese 

army under the command of Jimpe to invade Coach Behar. A battle ensued, in which the Nazir Deo was defeated and 
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driven out of the country. The Bhutanese captured the entire country, and there was little chance of salvaging the 

seized kingdom.'" 

At this stage Nazir Dec in consultation with other dignitaries ofthe state approached the English East India 

Company on behalf of the minor king for its help to drive out the Bhutanese forces.152 The Governor-General Warren 

Hastings responded promptly and the Company was involved in the affairs of Coach Behar."' By interfering in the 

affairs of the kingdom, the Company wanted to secure the northern boundary which was hitherto confined to Rang pur. 

The disturbance in Coach Behar posed a great menace to the Company's possession in the north. This consideration 

compelled Hastings to involve in the affairs of Coach Behar.'" Accordingly the Anglo-Koch treaty was concluded on 

the 5th April, 1773 A.D."' By this treaty Coach Behar acknowledged the suzerainty of the East India Company and 

agreed to pay the Company one-half of its annual revenues. 156 

After the signing of the Anglo-Koch treaty four companies of British army under Captain Jones were sent to 

Coach Behar. In the battle that followed Bhutan was defeated and Devraja sought the good office ofTeshoo lama of 

Tibet and through his mediation the war with Bhutan came to an end by the Anglo-Bhutanese treaty which was 

concluded on the 25'" Aprii1774AD.157 By this treaty the Bhutanese agreed to pay the Company an annual tribute of 

five Tangan horses, to deliver up the captive Raja Dhairyendranarayan, and never to make any incursion into British 

territory. 158 As a result of the Anglo-Bhutanese treaty of 177 4 A. D. The supremacy of Bhutan in the internal affairs of 

Coach Behar came to an end.159 

Being situated at the north-eastern part of Bengal Coach Behar was strategically important as it seemed to 

perform the role of a buffer state between Bhutan and the Company's administered Bengal. 160 Within a few years after 

obtaining the Dewani of Bengal in 1765, the Company's interference in the internal affairs of Coach Behar had some 

obvious reasons. In the first instance, as mentioned earlier, it was guided by political interest of the British, i.e. the 

protection of the northern flank of the Company's expanding empire in Bengal."' The control over the administration 

and exertion of influence over this little kingdom became one of the objectives of the British Imperialism."' 

The Political interest was further strengthened with the commercial interest of the Company. 163During this 

period the political turmoil in Nepal forced the Company to open trade routes to Tibet through Bhutan, Assam and 

Coach Behar. 164 Naturally the annexation of Coach Behar by Bhutan would have been hindrance to the commercial 

interest of the Company. Hence, to obtain free access of trade-routes with Bhutan became necessary.165 Besides, the 

East India Company was also embarrassed by the activities of the Sannyasis who were posing a threat to the peace 

and security of the neighbouring areas of Coach Behar. The problem to subdue the Sannyasi rebellion became a 

concern of the British. Thus we notice that when the treaty with Bhutan was concluded in 177 4 a condition regarding 
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the Sannyasis was included. 166 

As has been noticed earlier. political relation between Gooch Behar and East India Company began with the 

conclusion of the Anglo-Koch treaty of 1773 167 and by virtue of this treaty Gooch Behar became a tributary state. 

W.W. Hunter observed that " It is noteworthy that the half of the revenue to be paid to the English Government, is 

clearly marked out as a tribute and not as tax,"'" It was also admitted that although Gooch Behar made a partial 

surrender of its right, the kingdom maintained its independence unimpaired in its domestic administration. 169 1ts ruler 

was left in possession of the two great marks of sovereignty, the right of coining money and the adminisiration of 

justice. 170 

At the beginning of the Company's relation with Gooch Behar, the third article of the treaty of 1773 which 

envisaged the complete subjection of Gooch Behar under the Company's domination in India was not properly imple

mented. Because the Company was entirely engaged at this stage in extending their sphere of infiuence in other 

parts of India."' Apart from this, the ruler of Gooch Behar exhibited loyalty to the Company and fulfilled the conditions 

of the said treaty, particularly the payment of tribute with which the Company was mainly concerned.m 

After having seen released in 177 4 from confinement Dhairyendranarayan returned to Gooch Behar and in a 

state of melancholy declined to ascend the throne. 173 He has bitter with the Nazir Deo on hearing the tenms of Anglo

Koch treaty whereby the sovereignty of the kingdom had been suffered. He relinquished the throne in favour of his son 

Dharendranarayan who had already been on it during his confinement in Bhutan· 174 But sudden a death of 

Dharendranarayan compelled the reluctant, old Maharaja to assume the royalty for a second tenm in. 1775A.D.175But 

he was preoccupied with religion 176 and appeared to be the~ ruler.177 The administration of the kingdom ulti

mately passed into the hands of the Maharani Kamateswari Devi and her agent Sarbananda Goswami, who gradually 

held the authority in the administration.'" 

During the year 1780 the money payment agreed on under the treaty of 1773, was changed to a fixed 

annual tribute of Rs. 67,700 -15-9 on the strength of the 'Hastabund' of the revenue prepared by Mr. Charles Purling, 

the collector of Rangur.' 79 In the meantime the boundaries of Gooch Behar were fixed by a treaty (1777 A.D.) by which 

the area of the territory forming the state of modern Gooch Behar was whittled down to 1317 square miles. 160 

Dhairyendranarayan died in 1783 leaving his son Harendranarayan still infant, as heir to the royal throne. 181 

During the period from 1783 to 1789, Gooch Behar fell into prolonged political trouble arising cut of the rivalry between 

two parties one led by the Rajguru Sarbananda Goswami and another by the Nazir Deo Khagendra Narayan 102 The 

Rajguru conspired to deprive the Nazir Deo of his traditional right to nine anna share to the state revenue which he 

would enjoy for maintaining an army for the protection of the kingdom.163 On the other hand, the Nazir Deo on behalf 
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of whom the Anglo-Koch treaty was concluded himself wanted to control the state affairs, and tried to oppose the 

Rajguru from enjoying unlimited powers.'" He seized the' royal seal' and proclaimed his son' Yuvaraj'.'" At the 

exigency of the situation, the Collector of Rangpur intervened and finally restored the ' Royal seal' to the Maharaja . 

But the trouble did not come to an end and the palace conspiracy continued in an unabated manner'" 

As has been mentioned earlier, during this period Gooch Behar and the neighbouring districts witnessed 

Sannyasi and Fakir rebellion. 187 which, according to some scholars, was the first peasant upsurge of India against the 

foreign rule. The Sannyasis and Fakirs were none other than the impoverished and exploited peasantry who rose in 

revolt to save themselves from the oppression of the English East India Company.'" The general economic distress 

and political instability drove homeless and uprooted people in large members to join Hindu and Muslim groups of 

religious Mendicants- Sannyasis or Fakirs- who formed large communities and lived from beggary."' Atis 

Dasgupta has shown their (the Sannysis and the Fakirs) recalcitrance in coming to terms with the new, alien ruling 

class after the violent social fiuxes following the "chhiyattarer Manvantar" were over. The Sannyasis were once 

distributed widely over the north bank of the lower Gangetic plain as an autonomous force, acting as points of 

alternative authority in local society. 190 Stephen Fuchs has remarked that ' The Sannyasi rebellion prepared this 

people of Bengal mentally for the messianic movements which were to arise in near future in Bengal in great num

bers."' It explains also why this movements became so violent in Bengal, and took such a decisive aversion to the 

British. 

The origin of the Sannyasi rebellion can be traced to the introduction of colonial rule in Bengal in 1757 and 

British acquisition of Diwani Bengal, Bihar and Orissa by the East India Company, the introduction of the dual 

administration in Bengal and the consequent exploitation by the servants of the Company. All these events paved the 

way for the severe famine that visited Bengal and Bihar in the year 1770.192 The main thrust of the East India Company, 

particularly after the assumption of'Diwani' in 1765, was to increase the land revenue of the province (in fact, between 

1765-66 and 1768-69 collections of land revenue increased by 53.8 percent) and to enhance the company's invest

ment in India. Thus the drain of bullion along with one -way export of materials by the Company affected badly the 

traditional world of trade and manufacture of cotton, silk and other items of commerce in Bengal. Then colonial 

inroads into the economic base of Bengal, coupled with natural disaster and crop failure, resulted in the devastating 

famine of 1769-70, which wiped out one third of the population of the province. These desperate events provided a 

natural base for the insurgency.'" N.K. Sinha has mentioned that the famine of 1770 was an appalling spectre on the 

thresh-hold of British rule in Bengal.'" A tragic picture of this severe famine was presented by W.W. Hunter in his book 

'Annals of Rural Bengal. '195 Although the British had made responsible for famine of 1770 for the uncommon drought 

in Bengal and Bihar. But the plunder and exaction by the British were no less responsible for this famine. It may be 

noted that in spite of the severity of the famine, the collection of revenue had increased during this period. '96 During the 
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famine when almost 35 percent of the whole population and 50 percent of the cultivators perished, not even 5 percent 

of the land revenue was remitted, and 1 0 percent was added to it for the ensuing year( 1770-1771 }.'" 

Coach Behar and few other adjoining areas were not affected by the famine. 198But like other parts of Bengal, 

the people of Gooch Behar greatly suffered from the oppression of Devi Singh who employed the sazawals for collec

tion of revenue from Gooch Behar and of the Maharaja who also used to collect revenue for himself from the same 

peasants. The collecting officers of the Maharaja were skilled in oppressing the ryots.'" Another class of collectors 

known as farmers also used to oppress the peasants.200 large portions of lands had been alienated, a variety of new 

taxes introduced, and every species of abuse committed in the collection of the revenues."' Besides, money-sending 

business of sepoys and officers of the company with an exorbitant rate of interest had worsened the economic 

condition of the peasantry. 202 

The peasants of Rang pur and Gooch Behar like other parts of Bengal rose in revolt against the oppressive 

rule. In 1783A.D., the rebellious peasants of Kazirhat, Kakina, Tepa, and Fatehpur chaklas proclaimed Nuruddin as 

their Nawab and Dayasil as his dewan. They appealed to the peasants of Dinajpur and Gooch Behar to rise in revolt 

and accept Nuruddin as their Nawab.'0' During this period Gooch Behar was raided by the Bhutanese and further was 

weakened by internal feuds and dissentions in the royal family. Owing to political instability and external intrusions 

the upsurge of the peasants took a different shape. In Gooch Behar the Sannyasis along with the peasants having 

taken the side of Nazjr Dec Khagendranarayan, attempted to seize the political power of the state. It is to be noted 

that the Nazir Dec employed the Sannyasis in his struggle against the Maharaja20' 

Mercenary features of the Sannyasis came into focus during their involvement in the internal affairs of 

Gooch Behar and Assam. As has been noticed earlier, the murder of Maharaja Devendranarayan in 1765 gave birth to 

quarrels over the royal succession in Gooch Behar which were aggravated by the conflicts between two hereditary 

high officials, the Nazir Dec and the Dewan Dec. Both the parties had initially taken help from the Sannyasis till 

Khagendra Narayan, the Nazir Deo, sought assistance from the Collector of Rangpur. The Gooch Behar State be

came a tributary to the Company by a treaty in 1773 and the Sannyasis employed by Khagendra Narayan were 

dismissed, while those in the pay of the Dewan Dec were defeated by the English, Peace was concluded at the 

intervention of the Tashu lama with the Raja of Bhutan who agreed not to interfare in the internal affairs of Gooch 

Behar. When the imprisoned Maharaja Dhairyendranarayan was reinstalled, the administration was, in fact, placed in 

hands of Maharani Kanteswari and Sarbananda, her spritual guide. The Nazir Dec Khagendra was opposed to them. 

When minor Harendranarayan succeeded to the throne after the death of old Maharaja, the Nazir ~seized the 

opportunity to regain his powers. The Maharani sought the aid from the Collector of Rang pur to set aside the Nazir 

Dec's claims. The Nazjr Deo was temporally driven out with the help of the Company's sepoys.'05· 
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At this time Moamaria, a Vajsnava sect of people arose in revolt against the Ahem ruler and the rebellious 

groups had connection with the Nazir Dec. 206 The Nazir Dec also collected some Sannyasi troops under one Ganesh 

Giri from Rangamati region of Assam. 207 Thus Nazir Deo had strengthened his position by maintaining good relations 

not only with the Sannyasis but also with the rebellious peasants in the garb of Moamaria of the Brahmaputra Valley 

208 

The Nazir Deo however bided his times, and in 1787, broke in out in revolt with support of mercenary 

Sannyasis who were now led by Ganesh Giri. Sarbananda, spritual guide wrote to Me Dowell, the Collector of 

Rangpur, in June, 1787, "How shall I represent the alarms created by Khagendra Narayan?" The Nazir Dec 'has 

procured three thousand rupees in ready money and bullion which has been given to Ganesh Giri Sannyasi. 1 have 

learnt that the said Giri has collected between five and seven hundred men at Balarampur with evil intention against 

my principal (Maharani).'"ln the same month the Sannyasis led by Ganesh Giri and the Barkandazes headed by 

Dangur Dec, the elder brother of Khagendra Narayan, entered Coach Behar and seized the Raja, the Rani and 

Maharani in the palace, looted the properties of the palace" and then carried the members of the royal family to 

Balarampur, a place where the Nazir Deo had a permanent residence"' and kept them under the charge of Sannyasis 

who exacted various terms on the threats of violence. 2" Even the Sajawals were driven out of Tufanganj by the 

Sannyasis. 212 

In this crisis the Rajguru Sarbananda Goswami on behalf of the Raja sought the aid of the British Govern

ment which responded to this appeal by sending a detachment of troops to Balarampur.213 In July 1787, the Collector 

of Rang pur requested Lt. Hill, commanding a detachment of sepoys, to proceed immediately to Coach Behar to 

ensure safety of royal family'" Duncanson joined the advancing army in August, 1787 and ultimately defeated the 

Sannyasis at Tufangunj,215 and from Rampur Captain Rotten advanced to Coach Behar and on 27~ august, 1787 

informed the Collector that he had "got the pocession of the person of the Raja and Rani" In communicating the news 

to the Governor-General, the Collector of Rangpur wrote, "the Head Sannyasi Ganesh Giri who is taken prisoner 

ought to be punished in the most exemplary manner as a warning , to the whole drive of Fakirs from whom Nazir Dec 

derived principal support" 216 After the suppression of the Sannyasi and Fakir rebellion, Maharani Kameswari having 

returned to power confiscated all the lands belonging to the Nazir Deo and the Dewan Deo. 217 

It should be noted that the special role of the Sannyasis as mercenary soldiers did not diminish easily. They 

might have suffered setback in Bengal after the defeat in the battles of royal succession in Coach Behar, but the 

armed Sannyasis continued to flourish in other provinces of India till the early decades of the 19~ century. 218 

The political disturbances in Coach Behar not only disrupted the state administration but also affected 
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adversely its revenue co.llection. "The harassed and oppressed riots were obliged to leave their native country and the 

revenue fell to a low ebb in consequence of this.""' So both the questions of political disturbances and the fall of the 

revenue in the subsequent years provided the background for the Company's intervention into the affairs of the state. 

Taking account of the distracted state of Cooch Behar and the claims of both the rival parties. 22o the Government of 

Lord Cornwallis in a resolution dated the 2nd April1788 appointed a commission with Messers Lawrence Mercer and 

John Lewis Chauvet to" report on the pretensions of the rival parties and on various other subjects connected with the 

state of the country and on the mode in which the British influence should be exercised for its better management in 

future."'" The commissioners submitted their report on the 1 o~ December, 1788 recommending full sovereignty in 

favour of the King, setting aside the claims of the Nazir Deo and the Dewan Deo share in the Raj as well as the claims 

of the Zamindars of the chaklas but guaranting small concession to them. The Commissioners also recommended for 

the appointment of a Commissioner or Resident at Cooch Behar for superintending the affairs of the state during the 

minority of the Maharaja. The English Government accepted the recommendations of the Commissioners and ac

cordingly appointed Henry Douglas as the commissioner of Coach Behar in 1789222 Thus a new chapter began in the 

history of the Cooch Behar State. 

Henry Douglas supplanted the authority of the Rani and her minister Sarbananda Goswami. 223 and con

ducted the state affairs in the name of the minor Maharaja.'" He made efforts chiefly in reforming the land revenue 

administration of the state. Douglas was succeeded by Mr. Charles Andrew Bruce in 1791, and the latter by Mr.W.T. 

Smith in 1795, who made over to Mr. RichardAhmuty in 1797.'25 During the period from 1789 to 1800 under the British 

Commissioners no remarkable improvement was visible in any sphere other than that of revenue administration in 

Cooch Behar. Thus the condition of the kingdom remained as it was before the advent of the British Commissioners.'" 

Anglo- Koch relations entered a new phase in 1801 when Harendranarayan attained maturity and assumed 

the reins of Government.'" Harendranarayan wanted to rule according to customary fashion and with powers as 

exercised by his ancestors before. Accordingly, he demanded the withdrawal of the Commissioner from the state as 

it was settled in 1773228 Consequently the Commissioner was removed from the state'" With the coming of the 

Governor general Lord Wellesley, the Government pursued an aggressive policy towards Cooch Behar. The Govern-
• 

men! of Wellesley adopted a new interpretation of the Anglo-Koch treaty and mentioned in 1802 A.D. that" terms of 

the third article of the treaty concluded between this Government and the late Rajah in the year 1773 would warrant 

the 'conclusions, that it was the intention of the contracting parties that the country of Cooch Behar should be ceded 

in complete sovereignty to the Hon'ble Company. It appears, however, that a much more limited interpretation has 

been annexed to the conditions of the treaty."230 As a result there arose conflict on several occasions regarding the 

nature of relation between the Maharaja and the English Government 231 
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In January 1803, Francies Pierared was appointed a Commissioner in order to make in concert with the 

Raja the necessary arrangements for the collection of the revenue and the administration of justice and for the 

adoption of an efficient system of police in the state of Gooch Behar. 232 But it was due to the Raja's strong resentment 

to the appointment of the said Commissioner, the latter was removed."' 

The presence of the Commissioner at Gooch Behar had restrained the authority of the raja. With the 

withdrawal of the commissioner all checks were removed and the works of the administration had all along been 

performed by the native officers, as a result of which many of the old abuses crept into the Government of the 

Kingdom.'" Due to the chaotic condition prevailing in the Kingdom, the administration became loose and the revenue 

collection fell to an alarming state."' 

As a remedial measure the English Government made a fresh attempt to intervene in the internal adminis

tration of Gooch Behar when they appointed John French as Commissioner in 1805 with a view to introducing tribunals 

on the British mode. Once again the attempt was unsuccessful due to the opposition of the Maharaja.235 ln the same 

year the English Government abolished the separate office of a Resident Commissioner in Gooch Behar and the duty 

of executing British Policy in the native state was vested in the Collector of Rangur 237 During the period between 1805 

and 1813 three successive Collectors of Rangur, Archil bald Montgomary , James Morgan and John Digby were ex

officio Commissioners of Gooch Behar who carried on their duties connected with the state from Rangur.238 

As consequence of the criminal charges lodged by the Dewan Deo against the Raja, Mr. Digby, the 

Collector of Rangur, was sent to Gooch Behar with a view to investigating into the charges and putting an end to the 

disputes between the contending parties. Digby accompanied by his Dewan Rammohan Roy (later well known as 

Raja Rammohan Roy) came to meet the Raja in 1812 at the new capital near Bhetaguri. But the Raja did not meet 

Digby who in turn complained against the former to the higher authority.239This incident made the English Government 

furious. It led the English Government to assert its paramount rights to interfere in the internal administration of Gooch 

Behar.240 

Accordingly the post of the Resident Commissioner was revived and Norman Macleod was appointed the 

Commissioner of Gooch Behar in August 1813. 241 The Initial co-operation between Macleod and the Raja did not last 

long. In 1815 Macleod accused the Raja of having involved in secret conspiracy with the Sou bah of Buxa and Chamurchi 

in Bhutan Duars against the Company· 242 But the accusations against the Raja were proved baseless and the Govern

ment took the Commissioner to task for allowing himself to be carried away by false reports and rumours. 243 Hence

forth the English Government withdrew their policy of interfering in the internal affairs of Gooch Behar and resolved in 

1816" to abstain from all interference except in the fom of advice and representation, in the unlimited management 
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of the affairs of Coach Behar, and to restrict the power of the commissioner to the exercise of diplomatic functions.""' 

The British Government felt the need to appoint a new Commissioner in the changed situation following their 

liberal policy towards Coach Behar.'" Mac Lead was shortly after recalled and made over change of his office to David 

Scott in 1816, Scott was appointed Agent to the Governor-General, on the North-East Frontier in 1822 and Coach 

Behar affairs came under the jurisdiction of his office.'".Since then the post of Resident Commissioner was abol

ished,'" The Governor-General's Agent had his office at Goal para and rarely visited Coach Behar. Scott was suc

ceeded by T.C. Robertson in 1830, who in his turn made over charge to Captain Jenkins in 1834. Jenkins made his 

first report on Coach Behar. after visiting the state in 1838. His conciliatory approach towards Coach Behar was so 

much appreciated by the Raja and his officials that he did much to eradicate the ill-feeling which was existed between 

the Raja and the Company's Government. "' 

The issue over the right of coining of Narayani rupees became a bone of conflict between the Raja and the 

East India Company. The Company's government decided to stop the coining of Narayani mudra in Coach Behar'"in 

order to introduce Sicca and Farukkabad coins which was the chief medium of exchange in the areas directly 

governed by the Company.'" In stopping the Narayani coin, the Company put forward their argument on the basis of 

the treaty (1773) in which the right of coinge was not acknowledged.251 Though the coining of Narayanj mudra contin

ued at intervals under several of the Commissioners appointed during the Raja's minority, but it was discontinued in 

1800 by order of the Company's Government, apparently as a temporary measure. 252 

On the other hand the Raja was firm in reviving the right of minting the Narayani money. He made two 

attempts to revive this right first in 1805 and then in 1821. In 1821 he wrote to the Company's authority that "the 

stopping of Narayani coin would be derogatory to his dignity and injurious to the state's agricultural and commercial 

interests. At the same time this would lead the trade with Bhutan to a halt, as the coin was the main medium of 

exchange".'" But the attempts of the Raja were not only unheeded by the Company, at the same time the Company 

informed the Collector of Rangpur to ask the Raja not to make further request in this respect. The Collector of Rangpur 

who had been in charge of Coach Behar reported that" with regard to the effects of an altered currency upon the 

inhabitants of Coach Behar, it would not be injurious to the interests of Coach Behar." 254 

But as long as the Raja was alive, the Company's Government could not make Farukkabad and Company's 

currencies as legal tenders in Coach Behar. The Raja also paid the state's tribute to Rangpur in Narayani coins.'"The 

Company's Government tolerated the insolvent attitude of the Raja in consideration of his age and the request of 

Colonel Jenkins the Company's Agent in North East Frontier.256 It took some few more years when the Coach Behar 

mint was finally stopped in 1845.-257 The Company played a more active role over the succession issue which had 
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developed towards the closing years of Raja Harendranarayan. The Company's intention was to break the internal 

harmony among the inheritors to the throne. This is revealed from the fact that while Harendranarayan wanted his son 

Brojendranarayan to inherit throne,'" the Company favoured the claim of Shivendranarayan over the throne of Coach 

Behar·"' Thus over the question of succession the Raja's will was thwarted by the intervention of the Company."• 

Hence the reign of Raja Harendranarayan was marked by the clash of interests between the authority of the 

Raja and the paramount power of the British Government. Neither the British Government did give up in exercising the 

paramount authority over this small state nor the Maharaja did yield to the British Government. The real cause of the 

Raja's opposition to the interference of the Company in the internal affairs of Coach Behar in the name of introducing 

reforms was to keep his independent status before his subjects. This has been clearly expressed in the letter of the 

Raja to the Governor-General dated the 8th August 1803.261 The Raja wrote that "My Lord, when my relation, depen

dents, servants and subjects shall be amenable to civil and criminal courts established by the company, where will be 

my dignity and authority?""' 

It was during the reign of Raja Harendranarayan that' the question whether Coach Behar should gradually 

pass into a zamindary of Bengal arose more than once. It was greatly due to the representation of the Raja that it was 

still a feudatory state, uncontrolled in its internal administration, and having a constitution independent of foreign 

interference'.263The glamour of Anglo-Koch relation ended with the passing away of Raja Harendranarayan in 1839.264 

Thereafter Coach Behar became a friendly state to the British Government. At the same time the kingdom was 

gradually brought under the complete subjugation of the company during this period. 

Shivendranarayan succeeded to the throne and the succession was recognized by the British Government 

on 28th August, 1839.265 However at the very beginning of his reign, Coach Behar was plagued with the succession 

problem. Shivendranarayan's succession was challenged by his younger brothers particularly Brojendranarayan and 

Yogendranarayan.They took clue from their late father Harendranarayan, who never liked his eldest son to become his 

successor.266 and wished to supersede him by his third son Brojendranarayan.267 Macleod, Scott, and Jenkins in

formed the British Government at different times about the unfavourable attitude of Harendranarayan to 

Shivendranarayan. 266 The two princes Brojendranarayan and Yogendranarayan accused Raja Shivendranarayan of 

being an illegitimate offspring of Harendranarayan and thereby he forfeited any claim to the throne.269 Prince 

Yogendranarayan raised his claim to the throne with the support of the influential persons of the palace and sent a 

representation to the Governor-General. But the British Government did not give ear to their allegations and acknowl

edged Shivendranarayan as the rightful successor to the throne. 270 

This rivalry over the issue of succession offered a scope to the Company to interfere directly into the affair 
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of the state and resolve the issue in favour of Shivendranarayan. 271 For the first time the question of succession over 

the throne of Gooch Behar had been settled by a foreign Company's Government. The British colonial policy to bring 

Coach Behar under complete subordination had been successful on two basic grounds: (i)The Raja had been a. 

nominee of the Company who had proved to be man liked by the Company, (ii) The internal crisis and the discontent 

among the nobility on the issue of succession helped the Company to interfere into the whole affairs of Gooch Behar 

under the active patronage of Raja Shivendranarayan who wanted to strengthen his throne with the Company's 

support.'"Shivendranarayan after assuming the ruling power devoted his attention to the internal administration of the 

kingdom and established a Dharma Sabha for the discussion of the affairs of the kingdom. 273 

Shivendranarayan inherited a deplorable economy from his late father whose extravagance engendered a 

heavy financial crisis and the state treasury suffered in consequence of it.'" By a careful observance of the conduct 

of the revenue officers and a regulation of his expenses, he succeeded in clearing off all the arrears of tribute payable 

to the British and freed himself entirely from the private debts that his father bequeathed him.275 Shivendranarayan 

introduced innovative reforms in the judiciary by establishing two courts of the Naib Ahilkar and the Sudder 8Jnin for 

the purpose of deciding criminal and civil cases. In 1840 the Rajshabha the highest court of Justice for the final 

adjudication of civil, revenue and criminal cases was intitated.276 W.W Hunter has remarked that"the cases were tried 

in much the same manner as in our provinces, and the Am las were not inferior in capacity to the same officers like the 

courts, elsewhere.'" Shivendranarayan's personal interest in the prohibition of 'sati' evoked a favorable response from 

the British Government which in a letter to Jenkins, the political agent, dated the 15th March, 1841 admitted that' .... 

It is gratifying to the Government to find the Rajah so well disposed to conform in this respect to the benevolent 

intention of the British Government for the general abolition of this inhuman rite." As a result the prohibition of sati 

came into effect in the kingdom in 1849,276 just two years after the Raja's death 

The issue of coining Narayani rupees arose once again in Shivendranarayan's reign. But the English Gov

ernment categorically denied this right to the Raja. In this connection the English Government informed Jenkins, the 

Political Agent that "the government entirely approves of your having discouraged the desire of the Rajas of Gooch 

Behar to be allowed to issue any currency of his own, as that is a privilege which the Government cannot concede to 

him"279 A boundary dispute with Bhutan arose in Shivendranarayan's reign. 260 The demarcation of the boundary be

tween Bhutan and the Koch Kingdom settled in 1844. The dispute in Ksheti arose again when the Bhutanese had 

began to oppress the people of the kingdom. 281 Mr Campbell, Superintendent of Darjeeling on deputation in the 

Bhutan frontier, on whom the settlement of the dispute devolved, adjudged the disputed land as belonging to Gooch 

Behar and made it over to the kingdom in 1845.282 

The Court of Directors of the Company have made the following remark about the reign of Shivendranarayan. 
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"It is highly probable that (as observed by Major Matthie and by Major Jenkins) the occasional visit of a British officer 

to Coach Behar to exercise the customary right of inspecting the proceedings of the courts, and receiving complaints 

(which are referred to the Rajah) has a beneficial effect upon the administration of this petty principality. Although the 

Maharaja is said to be personally inattentive to business, 'the great increase of population and extension of cultiva

tion', stated by Major Jenkins "to have taken place of late years in Coach Behar, are conclusive proofs that there 

cannot be any considerable mis-government". 283 

As Raja Shivendranarayan had no male issue, he adopted with the sanction of the Governor-General Kumar 

Kabindranarayan, a grandson of late Nazir Khagendranarayan. 284 But an untimely death of Kabindranarayan com

pelled the Raja to adopt Chandranarayan, son of his brother Brojendranarayan, who was renamed as Narendra 

narayan'" After the death of Raja Shivendranarayan, Narendranarayan, still a lad, five or six years of age was 

installed on the throne on 23rd August, 184 7. 266 He was placed under the tutorship of Mr. Ralph More in accordance 

with the dying wish of the late Maharaja that his son should be educated in the English language under the care of the 

English government. 287 But the Dewan and the Maharani were averse to the English Education of the young Raja."' 

In spite of their opposition, the young Raja was first sent to Krishnanagar in 1853 to receive education in the collegiate 

school "'and finally sent to the Court of Wards Institution in Calcutta where he received education under the guardian

ship of Babu (afterwards Raja) Rajendra La! Mitra, an anglicized intellectual of Calcutta. The Raja studied in Calcutta 

until he attained his majority at the age of eighteen in 1859.290 

During the minority of Narendranarayan his natural father Brajendranarayan was the Sarbarakar of the 

kingdom and after his death in 1857, the Raja's adoptive mothers f<ameswari and Brindeswari managed the affairs of 

the kingdom as regents'" It is during the minority of Narendranarayan that the Government of India placed the 

management of Coach Behar under the jurisdiction of the Bengal Government in 1848.292 The Agent to the Governor

General, North East Frontier, henceforth, came under the authority of the Bengal Government'" However, all ques

tions of an important political bearing had been referred to the Supreme Government294 Narendranarayan after attain

ing majority in 1859 resumed the reins of the Government in his own hands and set himself in improving the state 

administration by the principles laid down by the Company'" 

The Raja was influenced and guided by the British government to constitute a Sabha (council) known as 

'Desh Hitaishini Sabha' to assist him 296The nature of the composition of the 'sabha' reflects an oligarchic character. 

The personalities of different traits were nominated as members of the sabha such as landlords, leading aristocrats, 

intellectuals and businessmen of high standard. But this sabha was ultimately abolished even before the Raja's 

death.297The intention of the British government was to streamline the Raja to the British control and supervision both 

from within and without. The internal control was exercised through loyal aristocrats and the external control was 
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through the constant vigilance of the British official."' 

The boundary dispute with Bhutan flared up again. Bhutanese fresh aggression into the territory of Cooch 

Behar resulted in another enquiry made by Campbell who confirmed his previous decision in February, 1849.'" 

Besides a survey of the boundary between Cooch Behar and Bhutan was taken in hand by Captain Mathew under the 

orders of the government and the Deputy collector Mr. Bedford laid the boundary in 1851, But Bhutan did not respect 

this settlement of the boundary as before.300 As a result of which a series of Bhutanese incursions into Koch kingdom 

occurred in the following years.'" Owing to the disturbances on the Bhutan frontier, trade and commerce with that 

country had stopped. When the Bhutanese ceased to commit frontier aggressions and their king Devraja extended 

friendship to the Koch king, trade and intercourse between the two kingdoms again reopened in 1863. "' 

A boundary dispute with Rangpur arose in 1850 ""and the British government finally appointed Mr. Macdonald, 

Collector of Rang pur as Special Commissioner in July, 1859 to decide the disputed boundary between Cooch Behar 

and Rang pur, and to determine what lands constitute a portion of the district of Rangpur and what lands belong to 

Coach Behar. Raja Narendranarayan was made acquainted with this appointment of a special commissioner'04The 

award of Mr. Macdonald deciding the dispute was confirmed by the Government on the 8th May 1861. However, the· 

objections raised by the Raja that his representations were ignored and the boundary was settled arbitrarily by the 

special commissioner were overruled by the British Government. 305 

During the reign of Raja Narendranarayana, a topographical survey was made in 1859 under J.G. Pemberton, 

Revenue Surveyor, whose map is considered as the first regular map of the state'"' In 1861, the Raja established an 

English school in the town of Cooch Behar, which he named Jenkins School' after Colonel Jenkins, Agent to the 

Governor-General, North -East Frontier, who was a great friend to the Raja and a great benefactor of the state.307 lt is 

well-known that the human practice of '~i' was prohibited in British India in 1829. But the prohibition of 'Sati' came 

into effect in Cooch Behar in 1849 by orders of the British Government. 308 

The reign of Narendranarayan was marked by the Great Revolt of 1857-59 which "was the first great and 

direct challenge to the British rule in India on an extensive scale"
309 

After the suppression of this revolt, the control of 

the Indian government was finally transferred from the Company to the Crown."0 Henceforth the Indian states had to 

recognize the Paramountcy of the British Crown and were to be considered, as parts of a 'single charge''" Raja 

Narendranarayan had unquestionable allegiance to the British Government and rendered friendly help to the latter by 

taking stringent measures against the participants of the Great Revolt.'" In return for this assistance the British 

government granted a sanad to the Raja in 1862 "conferring on him and his successors in perpetuity the right of 

adoption, on failure of natural heirs on the condition of their remaining loyal to the Crown, faithful to their engagement 
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with the British Government'" In the same year the Government formally recognized the title of"Maharaja (Bhupl 

Bahadur'' and granted Narendranarayan a .§l!!li!Q conferring upon him that distinction.'" It has been said that during 

the reign of Narendranarayan "the general administration, though marked by occassional abuses, appears, on the 

whole, a fair specimen of native rule, and the great increase of the ryots are indicative of progress and well-bei.ng. "3" 

Accession of Nripendranarayan to the throne of Gooch Behar marked the beginning of an era of anglicization 

of the royal family in a full-fledged manner, which in turn signalled the era of the close collaboration between the Koch 

kings and the British Government'" Nripendranarayan, the son and successor of Narendranarayan, still a child of 

only six months, 316
' was installed in the throne in 1863 by the Maharanis with the support of the chief officers of the 

state.'17The succession was recognised by the British Government316 on condition that the title 'Maharaja' would be 

conferred upon him when he attains majority. 319 

Dissensions in the royal family and the fear of evil result arising therefrom provided an excuse to the British 

govemmentto assume charge of the state during the minority of the Raja. The Government deputed Col. J.C. Haughton, 

Governor-General'sAgent, North- East Frontier, to Gooch Behar as Commissioner in charge of the administration in 

1864.'20 Such a step was considered by the Government as the only means of effectually providing for the education 

of the young Raja, for the security ofthe tribute, and for the defense of the Bhutan frontier, for which the Government 

was responsible."' The Commissioner was vested with tlie full authority of the ruler of the state excepting some 

specified points. He exercised his duties in direct communication with the government and was not subjected to the 

control of the Governor- General's Agent for the North-East Frontier. 322 The British wanted to bring change in the 

affairs of the kingdom under the control of the Commissioner. 323 When the Second Bhutan war broke out Col. Haughton 

was pre-occupied with this war and a Deputy Commissioner was appointed to assist Col. Haughton on the 141h 

November, 1864.'24 Officers of both the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner continued till the year 1883 when 

the Raja resumed the ruling power of the kingdom in his own hands. The names of the successive Commissioners 

and Deputy Commissioners and their working periods have been given below.'" 

The Commissioners 

1. Col. Haughton (1864 -73) 

2. SirW. Herschel (1874 -75) 

3. F.R. Cockerell (1875 -76) 

4. Lord Ulick Browne (1876 -83) 
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The Deputy Commissioners 

1. Mr. H. Beveridge C. S. (1864 -66) 

2. Mr. T. Smith (1866- 75) 

3. Captain Lewin (1875 -76) 

4. J.G.B.T. Dalton (1876- 83) 

The British Government had taken a plan to educate the minor Raja according to modern line of thought. 

The motive behind this was to project the Raja as the symbol of loyalty and allegiance."'This policy had been 

pursued in relation to other princely states also, which enabled the British to hold over the princes in a single line of 

control and command. 327 In accordance with the plan the young Raja was removed from Coach Behar to the Wards of 

Institute at Benares where he remained till April1872, when Mr. John Kneller was appointed his Tutor. The Raja 

afterwards joined the Patna Collegiate School where he prosecuted his studies for six years. Each winter the Raja 

visited Coach Behar and associated there with his ministers, thereby gained a glimpse into the working of his state.'" 

When Nripendra narayan was sixteen years of age, troubles arose centering his higher education in London."' The 

British Government confronted tremendous opposition from the ladies of the palace due to the fear of social ostracisation 

by the orthodox Hindus if Nripendra narayan would cross the black water.'" 

The British however persuaded the ladies of the palace after making promise that Nripendranarayan should 

be married before his visit to England.'" Accordingly on the 6th March, 1878 he was married at Coach Behar to 

Sunity Devi, the eldest daughter of Keshab Chandra Sen, the celebrated Brahmo reformer and founder of the New 

Dispensation Church'" Some scholars have suggested that the British acted as a catalyst to make Nripendranarayan 

marry Sunity Devi with the objective that the infusion ofBrahma ideas through the mission of Keshab Chandra Sen in 

the palace of Coach Behar would make the. people of the state grateful to the British culture and loyal to the crown.'"and 

thus ensure the safe continuation of the British influence in the state.'" 

Immediately alter the marriage Nripendranarayan proceeded to Europe and completed his education in 

England under the joint guardianship of Sir Benjamin Simpson, and Mr John Kneller. 335 While in England he had the 

honour of being presented to the British Queen Victoria and the then Prince of Wales. Thus began an acquaintance 

which through successive visits had depended the loyalty and attachment to the throne of the British monarch.'" After 

having returned to Coach Behar on the 3rd March 1879, "'the Raja joined the Presidency College as a law student and 

continued his study there until he attained majority. "'After the completion of his twenty first year Nripendranarayan 

was installed in the throne on the 8th November, 1883.'39 The charge of the state was formally made over to the Raja 

by Sir Rivers Thompson, the then Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. "(The coronation ceremony had its mixed repercus

sion. The contemporary Indian newspapers while hailing the assumption of ruling power by Nripendranarayan criti-
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cized the British policy of appointing Mr. Gordon as the Superintendent of the State, on the plea that they wanted to 

make the Raja a puppet ruler.":) 

Nripendranarayan did not make any fundamental changes in the arrangements of administration that were 

introduced by the British administrators during his minority, though the division of authority and system of control 

undeiWent considerable changes.'" Under a Memorandum of Administration framed by the Commissioner and adopted 

by the Raja on the 9th November, 1883 a Council of State was established. The Council consisted of the Raja as a 

President and three members namely the Superintendent of the State, the Dewan and a Judicial Officers who were to 

be heads of the three departments of general administration, the administration of revenue and that of civil Justice 

respectively. In the absence of the Raja the Superintendent would act as Vice-President of the Council."' 

As a result of the adoption of the Memorandum of Administration the position hitherto occupied by the 

British Government regarding the State was assumed by the Raja. The functions of the Commissioner were delegated 

to the State Council and those of the Deputy Commissioner divided among three officers, viz, the Superintendent of 

the State, the Dewan and the Civil Judge."' Henceforth three degrees of authorities were created in the state: first, the 

Raja the ruler of the state; secondly, the State Council, the main deliberative and controlling body and head of the 

judiciary and the Executive and thirdly, the Departme.rital Heads, the actual workers of the administration."' 

In 1909, Nripendranarayan founded the State Legislative Council,"" the members of which were nominated 

to represent different social, professional and business interests. It continued for nearly three decades to perform in 

defining a body of statute law adopted 'mutatis mutandis' from British Indian law. 347 Absence of the populist style of 

functioning in the administration was the feature of the princely states at that time. Gooch Behar was also no 

exception. Although the State Council and the Legislative Council had been established during Nripendranarayan's 

reign, they lacked popular participatory character. 348 

As a loyal native chief, Nripendranarayan was ever ready to render military service to the British Govern

ment. When disturbances arose at Jalalabad Black Mountain or Chitral on the North Western Frontier, the Raja was 

the first to offer his personal services. Not only did he do this on the occasion of threatened outbreak of war with 

Russia in 1885, but also he expressed his desire to place one thousand troops at the disposal of the Government for 

garrisoning the Buxa Duars on the Bhutan Frontier. 349 In acknowledging his offers Rivers Thompson, then Lt. Governor 

of Bengal wrote, "I am sure there is no native chief in the whole country upon whose loyal devotion to the British 

Government we could more certainly rely than yourself."'" 

Nripendranarayan took part in the Tirah campaign in 1897. In recognition of his services rendered in this 

expedition the Queen Victoria was pleased to create for the Raja a Companion of Bath.351 Lord Elgin, the then Viceroy 
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also wrote "I express, on behalf of the Government of India, our appreciation of Your Highness' zeal and loyalty in 

these troubled tirnes."'" In 1899 the Raja again offered for military service in the Boer war but for political reasons the· 

offer was not accepted.'" Though it was much appreciated. 354 During Nripendranarayan's minority the state rendered 

considerable assistance in the Bhutan war of 1863-65, for which two guns were presented to the Raja by the British 

government 355 

It is during the reign of Nripendranarayan that the Queen Victoria assumed the title of "Empress of India" 

with effect from the 1st January 1877 by the Act, 1876.356 ThisAct made the sovereign of England as the sovereign of 

Indian states as well. This brought the Indian states within the British empire and the rulers of the states were 

henceforth to be classed as vassals of the British sovereign.'" During the course of his study Nripendranarayan under 

the guidance of Lord Browne went to the Imperial Assemblage in Delhi 1877 on the occasion of the proclamation of the 

queen Victoria as Empress of India. On this occasion he was presented with a flag and medal.'" The Viceroy Lord 

Lytton whom Nripendranarayan met there also presented him a precious sword."' 

As has been noticed earlier, the Rulers of Coach Behar have borne the title of 'Maharaja (flhlm) Bahadur' 

and this was recognized as hereditary by the British Government in 1883. '" Nripendranarayan was appointed Honor

ary Major in the British army in 1883 and was attached to the 6th Bengal Cavarly.361 In 1887 the Raja visited England 

on the occasion of the Jubilee of the reign of the Empress Victoria, with the Maharani and children. He was invested 

with the Insignia of the Knight Grand Commander of the Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire by the British 

Queen herself in 1888. When conferring this honour the Queen Empress wrote to the Maharani Sunity Devi, "I am 

going to invest him (Maharaja) with the Grand Cross of the Indian Empire, and am much pleased to award thereby my 

respect and friendship for him"362 On this occasion Sunity Devi was invested with the imperial order of the Crown of 

India."' 

The Queen Victoria also agreed to offer herself as the God-mother of Prince Nityendranarayan, the son of 

Raja Nripendranarayan. Owing to this bond with the Queen Empress the young prince was named Victor 

Nityendranarayan."'The Raja was appointed honorary Aide-di-camp to the then Prince of Wales and was invested 

with the honorary rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the British Army in 1887.365 

Raja Nripendranarayan was present with the Maharani Sunity Devi at the Coronation of the King Emperor in 

1902 and appointed Aide-di-camp to the King Emperor Edward VII with the rank of Colonel in the army. The Raja was 

one of most conspicuous figures as he rode in the procession to Westminster Abbey as A. D.C. to the King Em

peror."' He also occupied a position of honour as a Bengal Ruling Chief at the Delhi Darbar on January first, 1903.367 

~n the meantime, the Indian National Congress was established in 1885. The leadership of the Congress 
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consisted, in its early stages, of liberal intelligentsia. The liberals were friendly to the princes and wanted to preserve 

the princely order. The Congress or its leaders felt that \he British Government did not treat the princes in a proper 

way. They felt that it was their duty to defend the princes on the Congress platform. 36' The Congress Leaders began 

to approach the Indian rulers to join the Indian National Congress and to subscribe to its funds. The response of the 

Indian rulers as regards the giving of subscription to the Congress was very enthusiastic. But the response of the 

Indian rulers as regards.their personal attendance at the meetings of the Indian National Congress was not so 

encouraging as compared with the giving of subscription to the Congress funds. The main reason was that the 

Government of India was taking sufficient steps to stop this alignment between the Indian National Congress and the 

Indian states. Their political officers, who were stationed in the Indian states, were asked to tell the Indian rulers that 

it was "not desirable for native chiefs to be connected in any way with political agitation amongst Her Majesty's 

subjects outside their own territories."' 

In the very beginning, the Indian National Congress was an "organization in strict accordance alike with the 

policy of the British Government and British Constitution. Thus it was not "viewed with disfavour by the most eminent 

British statesmen in India- Lords Dufferin, Reay and Connemara."370 But in spite of all this, after two years of its 

existence, the Congress met with a strong opposition from the Government of India. When the Congress leaders 

began to approach the Indian princes to join it and to subscribe to its fund, the Government of India was simply 

alarmed. As regard the Indian States, the policy of the Government of India had always been to keep them away from 

any political development that was taking place Not only this, the Government of India had always discouraged the 

princes from spending money on philanthropic schemes outside their own territories. 371 

In spite of the fact 'that as regards Indian states, the Congress was working within the constitutional limits', 

the Government of India did its best to stifle their activities in the Indian states by "surreptitious means." The policy of 

the Government of India formulated during these years as regards the participation of Indian princes in the activities of 

the Congress movement prevented a large section of the population from taking part in the national development of the 

country for many years to come.372 

Maharaja Nripendranarayan had developed contacts with the Indian National Congress since its inception. 

It is learnt from the Congress report of 1886 that the Maharaja had contributed to the Congress fund.373 When the 

Congress session for the year 1886 was held in Calcutta a reception party was arranged by the India Club which 

was attended by the delegates of different regions. Maharaja Nripendranarayan, President of India Club, provided the 

Coach Behar Band for the occasion. 374 But when the Indian National Congress gradually began to launch anti-British 

nationalist movement, the British government took a stern attitude towards the Congress and did not want the rulers 

of the native states to contribute to the Congress fund. For this reason the Indian Princes began to distance them-
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selves from the Congress and stopped their financial contribution to the Congress.375 The Maharaja of Coach Behar 

followed the suit. 

In 1905, the anti-partition agitation was launched in Bengal. Lord Curzon while touring certain areas of 

Eastern Bengal had talked about a draft proposal of the partition of Bengal in which Gooch Behar was proposed to be 

included in the newly created Province of Eastern Bengal and Assam. Nripendranarayan, however, did not comment 

on the matter."' 

Having shown his unbinding loyality to the British throne,m Nripendranarayan played the role of collaborator 

with the British Government not only in the field of war but also in the arena of politics. Nripendranarayan held the view 

that British government was for the good of India."' He refrained himself from being associated with any nationalist 

movement in British India. 379 Having expressed his strong dissatisfaction with the middle class-led nationalist move

ment in India, he made it clear that he would pursue drastic measures against any nationalist activities in Coach 

Behar. 380 This pro-British and anti-nationalist stand of Raja Nripendranarayan was actively pursued by the successive 

Koch Rajas at a time when the nationalist movement made its presence felt in Coach Behar. 

Nripendranarayan was greatly influenced by his father-in-law, Keshab Chandra Sen's religious and political 

ideas'" that played a big factor in modelling the pro-British mentality of the Raja. The Brahmo faith, according to 

Sunity Devi," teaches one to be loyal to the throne".'" Besides, politically Keshab Chandra Sen was loyal to the 

British Crown. He looked upon the British Empire in India as a gift of divine dispensation'" and advocated European 

system of education and highlighted Christianity.'" Nripendranarayan had mixed freely with the elite of the English 

society, both in India and England .His European training had made him an accomplished prince with English ideas 

and characteristics. 385 

I 
Nripendranarayan, while staying in England breathed his last on the 18~ September, 1911 at Sex-hill-on-

sea.'" A military funeral was accorded to the late Raja on the 21 ''September both in Sex-hill-on-sea and in London 

under the instruction of the Brttish King-Emperor'" Nripendranarayan was succeeded by his eldest son Raj 

Rajendranarayan.388 
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